Sizes and Ages of Seamounts Using Remote Sensing: Implications for Intraplate Volcanism
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Satellite altimetry is used to identify and characterize Pacific intraplate seamounts. The gravimetric amplitudes of seamounts appear to be related to the age difference between seafloor and seamounts; by inverting this relationship pseudo ages can be obtained for undated seamounts. These pseudo ages imply that excursions in seamount volcanism generally correlate with times of formation of large oceanic plateaus.

The Pacific plate may support more than 50,000 seamounts taller than 1 km, yet ~50% of these undersea volcanoes are uncharted because of sparse bathymetric coverage (1, 2). Even fewer (<1%) have been sampled for radiometric dating (3), making assessment of temporal fluctuations in intraplate volcanism uncertain. Because electromagnetic sensing devices cannot penetrate the oceans, we are unable to image the seafloor remotely and instead must rely on surface ships equipped with sonar. At the present rate of data acquisition, complete bathymetric coverage may take centuries. However, the density contrast between sea water and the seafloor basalt gives rise to gravity anomalies. These minute variations in the Earth gravitational pull cause sea water to be attracted to seamounts, leading to a sea surface (which approximates the geoid) whose shape reflects these underlying features (4). Thus, since the early 1980s, satellite altimetry has provided broad coverage of the sea surface or geoid undulations (5). Early attempts to map the seamount distribution were largely limited by the coarseness of the satellite coverage [the typical track spacing was more than 100 km (6)], and many seamounts went undetected. Because seamounts are typically much smaller than 100 km, it was difficult to estimate what part of the seamount had been traversed by the satellite, leading to large uncertainties in estimates of seamount height and diameter (7).

Recently, the U.S. Navy declassified its Geosat satellite altimetry, which has been combined with the European Space Agency ERS-1 altimetry to provide a detailed (~10 km resolution) view of all ocean basins (8). Traditionally, statistical studies of seamount distributions have focused on assessing the spatial variability of volcanism (9). Yet, it is the temporal aspect of intraplate volcanism that is the most important to understand, but most seamounts have not been dated. Given the cost (in time and money) of sample acquisition it is doubtful that we ever will obtain a dramatically improved database of radiometric ages, making it imperative to explore alternatives to radiometric dating of seamounts.

On the basis of 59 seamounts for which size and age information were known, a vague but tantalizing relationship emerged that seamount size increased with square-root of the age contrast between seamount and seafloor (that is, the seafloor age at the time of seamount formation (10)); this trend could be related to the simple and systematic effects of seafloor maturation (11). Here, I document the existence of such a relationship using a fully automated characterization of seamount shapes on the entire Pacific plate from satellite
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altimetry to yield pseudo-ages for uncharted and unsurveyed seamounts and assess the temporal aspects of intraplate volcanism on a large scale.

Fig. 1. Theoretical VGG over an isostatically compensated seamount. The amplitude $v_0$ and zero-crossing distance $d$ are the two clearest characteristics of the anomaly.

Rather than using the gridded gravity anomalies (8) my starting point was the gridded vertical gravity gradient (VGG, with units of Eötvös = 0.1 mGal/km), also known as the curvature of the geoid or sea surface (12). Use of VGG provides for reduced sensitivity to the elastic thickness of the lithosphere and the density of sediments, and better spatial separation of overlapping seamounts (13). I preprocessed the VGG grids by removing the longer length-scales using robust median filters and determined local maxima in the residual data; these are the potential sites of seamounts. Theoretical modeling indicates that VGG anomalies over a Gaussian seamount should have a pronounced zero-crossing somewhat inside the actual seamount radius (14; Fig. 1). However, because of random noise in the data, the zero-contour meanders and rarely encloses a seamount. I therefore determined the 25-Eötvös contour instead and used it to evaluate the potential maxima that fell inside this contour (15). When two or more maxima were contained by the same closed contour I estimated the individual zero-crossings by evaluating the "volume" under the VGG surface within the contour and distributing this volume among the contained volcanoes, assuming that all the volcanoes inside the contour have the same height/radius aspect ratio (16). Finally, I excluded all features within 25 km of a known fracture zone or trough, leaving a total of 8882 seamounts on the Pacific plate (Fig. 2). The spatial distribution of small (blue), intermediate (green), and large (red) seamounts generally confirms earlier results obtained with lower resolution data (17), but adds more higher-order details.

Fig. 2. Equal-area Hammer projection showing all 8882 seamounts found on the Pacific plate; the sizes of crosses reflect the VGG amplitudes. Blue crosses are small seamounts (30-60 Eötvös, generally < 2.5 km tall), red crosses are large seamounts (> 120 Eötvös, generally > 3.5 km tall), whereas green crosses are of intermediate size.

Given the dense coverage available, I also estimated the actual bathymetric size of each seamount. For example, by examining a 10° by 10° area in the central Pacific the observed VGG (Fig. 3A) can be processed to isolate the seamount signatures only (Fig. 3B). By use of forward modeling of seamount VGG of all sizes allowed, I created a numerical look-up table that relates the observed VGG amplitude and zero-crossing distance to actual seamount radius and height (18). Although gravimetric estimates closely correspond to the VGG residual maxima, the bathymetric predictions exhibit uncertainties up to 25% (19; Fig. 3C). A comparison with available bathymetry (Fig. 3D) shows that in general the poor bathymetric coverage gives overly smooth bathymetry that in many cases overestimates the size of individual seamounts, and many features are missing entirely (20). Although the predicted sizes of individual seamounts may have significant errors, the robust gravimetric estimates are more than adequate for a variety of purposes, including but not limited to studies of spatial seamount distributions (9), absolute motion plate tectonic reconstructions (21), hot spot flux estimates (22), stress and elastic thickness (23), and determination of hot spot locations (24).
Fig. 3. Comparison between observed VGG (A) and VGG shapes of seamounts isolated by our technique (B) for a segment of the Marshall-Gilbert-Ellice chain. The zero-crossing distances and VGG amplitudes were then used with the lookup-table to predict seamount radius and heights (C). For comparison, the ETOPO5 bathymetry is shown (D). The regional depth variations evident in the ETOPO5 have been filtered out in the other images.

Of the 8882 seamounts detected, 6306 are located on seafloor of known age (25). A plot of all VGG estimates versus crustal age give a scatter plot with an upper envelope (Fig. 4). This envelope implies that there is a simple relationship between VGG and \( \Delta t \) and occurs because the VGG over seamounts sitting on seafloor of a given age should be less than or equal to the VGG of the youngest seamount on seafloor of that age; older seamounts will have progressively smaller VGG since they formed when the seafloor was younger and less able to support a large volcano. This model assumes all volcanoes grow to their limiting size. The VGG amplitudes for all seamounts of known age contrast (open circles (3)) generally agree with the simple envelope relation. The regression fit to the envelope may thus be inverted to give predictions of seamount age given VGG and seafloor age (26). It is clear that the prediction of an individual seamount’s age will involve large uncertainties. For example, the horizontal distances from each open circle to the regression line (Fig. 4) represent the misfit between known radiometric ages and the corresponding pseudo age. However, when the large data set is averaged into age categories, the

uncertainties decrease substantially. The age predictions are completely decoupled from the bathymetric predictions.

![Graph showing scatter plot of seamount VGG versus crustal age](attachment:image)

**Fig. 4.** The envelope of maximum values in the scatter plot of seamount VGG versus crustal age reflects a simple square-root relationship between seamount size and $\Delta t$, which can be inverted to give predictions of pseudo-age. For example, the observed VGG value inside the circle (116.6 Eötvös) was measured over a seamount on 69 m.y. crust. Inversion gives a $\Delta t$ of 25.6 m.y., implying a seamount (pseudo) age of 43.4 Ma.

Using the bathymetric predictions and isostatic modeling I estimated the total seamount volume (extrusive plus moat infill) for all 8882 seamounts (27; Fig. 5). The data reveals that a large cumulative volume of younger seamounts sit on mid-Cretaceous crust (110-120 Ma), as evidenced by the shift toward lower age-ranges between pseudo ages and crustal ages. I find that seamounts on the oldest crust actually have pseudo ages that are much younger (Fig. 5). The satellite-derived volumes are almost twice as large as volumes estimated from the available ship bathymetry data sets (28, 29). In view of seamount volumes for both crustal and pseudo ages, larger than average seamounts appear to have formed in the time-spans 70-80 Ma, 90-100 Ma, and perhaps 140-150 Ma. These periods are generally associated with the formation of several large igneous provinces in the Pacific ocean (30), although it is not possible to discern whether the seamount production predates, was synchronous with, or postdates plateau formation.
Fig. 5. (A) Number of seamounts versus pseudo age (narrow solid columns) or crustal age (wide gray columns). Seamount production seems to have been higher in the 90–120 Ma range. (B) Same graph except showing total seamount volumes, indicating higher volumes in the 80–120 Ma period. The solid line is comparable results obtained from bathymetry (29). (C) Average seamount volume (total volume divided by seamount count) peaked during the 70–80 Ma, 90–100 Ma, and 140–150 Ma intervals. Unlike histograms versus crustal ages, the histograms for pseudo ages cannot be normalized by the proportions of crust of different ages.

Because of the scatter of the data about the regression line in Fig. 4, the age predictions are neither unique nor necessarily accurate. If factors such as local magma supply or regional stress variations do affect seamount size then our pseudo ages become upper age bounds. The general correlation between peaks in the average seamount volume

versus pseudo age distribution (Fig. 5C) and formation of oceanic plateaus, however, implies that the pseudo-age histogram should reflect the actual temporal aspects of Pacific intraplate volcanism. While radiometric dating will continue to be the only accurate dating method, pseudo ages are useful in identifying areas where additional radiometric dates would be most influential.
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